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Physics reference sheet 2018

Sign up now for our new online meditation program. Learn from the best tutors. Get amazing results. learn more. Welcome, guest. Please sign in or register. Author Subject: All physics formulas - Even those that are not on the formula sheet and come. (Read 3101 times) Tweet Share 0 Members and 1 Guest are viewing this topic. Did you go to the HSC Physics 2018 exam? Read
this post to check the answers and explanations to hSC Physics Examins Paper.2018 HSC Physics Paper SolutionsThis paper has been divided into two sections. Section 1 is based on the basic topics and has 2 parts: Part A - 20 Multiple Choice Questions Part B - 10 Short Answer QuestionsSection 2 is based on option topics and has five questions. We have included responses
to the most popular option topics:Medical PhysicsAstrophysicsFrom Quanta to QuarksSection 1 – 75 MarksPart A – 20 MarksQuestionAnswerExplanation A Gravitational force is towards the center of the Earth, therefore the acceleration is towards the center of the Earth B The graph as shown should be the intensity vs. wavelength, and the higher temperatures emit more
radiation. An ISS collides with the air molecules in the upper atmosphere (air resistance) and loses momentum. DReducing the rotation speed decreases the rear EMF, which increases the total and current EMF. B The force is given by \( F = B I L sin \theta = 1 \times 2 \times 0.08 \times sin(30) = 0.05 N \)B The saucepan must be a conductor for the currents to be induced. A high
frequency of alternating current is required for a high change in flow and high induced current. A Acceleration to the surface of a planet is proportional to the mass and inverse of the radius square; Doubling the mass doubles the acceleration, but doubling the radius decreases the acceleration by a factor of four – they combine for a new g that is 1/2 of the old. DDOttice U is a p
type because the dopant provides 3 electrons. There is still a gap in the band between the conduction band and the valence band, which means the corresponding diagram is X. (Note: Lattice T is a n-type semiconductor, and the Y-band diagram corresponds to a metal.) A A low travel distance will produce a reduced travel time, therefore the astronaut can survive the journey. C
The direction of the torque must be constant – otherwise the engine will not work. Therefore, the force direction on the WX element must reverse every 180 degrees. D An increased g force is due to an upward acceleration of the object containing a person; case D is the only example in which this happens. A Electrons will experience an upward force towards the positive plate.
Using the right hand rule (or the left hand rule for an electron), the magnetic field must be on the page to provide a balancing force down. can be calculated by equivalence$$qE = qvB$$B = \frac{E}{v} = 0.5 T$$ B The force on the electron will increase because F = qvB.This force is the centripetal force of the circular motion; by the equation \( qvB = \frac{mv^{2}}{r}\), we can
conclude that v is proportional to r.De here the radius will C The relationship between L and T is \(L = \frac{gT^{2}}{(4\pi^{2})} \), so only C or D displays this square relationship. As g is larger on Earth, a certain period will be performed longer than Mars, so the graph for Earth will be larger than that of Mars. D Michelson tried to demonstrate a difference in travel times for parallel
weapons/perpendicular to the direction of travel of the Earth due to the ether wind. A moving observer will see the length contraction for all other objects; therefore, they will see the tunnel contract. Due to the relativity of simultaneity, they will see photo 2 taken before photo 1, while traveling to the location of the photo-2 event. The graph shows that the working function for zinc is
the highest; therefore, any photon energetic enough to extract electrons from zinc will also extract electrons from potassium. B The induced current will oppose any change in flux. By the right hand grip rule, the lower solenoid will generate a B field down. The above solenoid will thus generate an ascending B field to counteract this change; these two fields will reject each other and
the pointer will move upwards. The direction of the current can be found again from the rule of grip of the right hand. BAn observer inside the bus will see the ball move towards the front of the bus. From a passenger's perspective, the ball has both a forward (thanks to \(3 m/s^{2}\) the bus slowdown) and the acceleration down; this will lead to a linear movement! The initial speed
of the ball from the passenger's perspective is zero. CA needle in X will be forced to the left to resist the change in flow from the rotating galvanometer. Therefore, the current generated must be such that the needle moves to the left; this is a negative current. Tracking the wires from X to Y shows that a negative current coming from X will also produce a negative current through Y,
and therefore the needle will move to the left. You want me to hSC Physics? Part B – 55 MarksQuestion 21 (4 Marks)(a)The two forces are equal and opposite, according to Newton's Law 3(b)Mass on Earth and The Moon is 70 kg. Weight on Earth is w = mg = 70 x 9.8 = 686 NWeight per moon is w = mg = 70 x 1.6 = 112 NQuestion 22 (6 marks)(a)Magnet movement will lead to a
change in magnetic flow as motion magnet poles over them. This will lead to an induced EMF (Faraday's Law) in disk and turbulent currents. Turbulence currents will produce a magnetic field that will oppose the flow change (Lenz's Law), which will result in a force and torque on the disk. The disc will rotate in the same direction as the magnet(b)The graph shall show a sineoid with
the decreasing period and the amplitude increasing in the first three secondsQuestion 23 (5 marks)(a)Electrons absorb heat (heat) heating filament and escapes the metal. The electric field in the electronic weapon works on electrons and increases their kinetic energy. When I hit the screen, they stop their kinetic energy is transferred to phosphorus in the screen, which converts it
into heat and light. (b) if, if Y are solenoids (electromagnets) producing magnetic fields. Magnetic fields are used to deflect the electron beam and scan it on the screen. There must be two pairs of such coils, one for the control of horizontal deflection and one for the control of vertical deflection. The image is formed by scanning the raster, i.e. by scanning the beam on the screen
from pixel to pixel and by changing the power of the beam (e.g. no. of electrons) as the beam hits each pixel to change the intensity of that pixel. Once an image is formed, the scan is repeated to refresh imageQuestion 24 (5 marks)(a)High voltage wires are attached to the support structures using insulators to electrically insulate them from the ground. Lightning protection is used:
wires placed above the transmission lines, and the support towers are metal, well grounded and separated from each other. The current from lightning strikes can be carried out safely to the ground (b) Fire will attract each other if the current is in the same direction. In order for there to be zero net force on Y, it must be attracted to X with the same power as that attracted to Z,
therefore, the current in X is to the right.$$F = \frac{kI_{1}I_{2}L}{d}$$\frac{kI_{X}I_{Y}L{{d_{XY}} =\frac{kI_{Y}I_{Z}L}{d_{YZ}} ${I_{X}{0.75} =\frac{20}{320}$$$Question $I : No loss of energy due to heating, because the resistance is zero. Limitation: Must be kept below their critical temperature in order to be superconducting (have zero resistance), which is difficult and consumes
energy. (b) The table compares the metal with the superconductors. The Cooper pair don't experience resistance. By interacting with the lattice, an electron loses an energy phonon, and the second electron absorbs a phonon. Therefore, there is no net energy loss for the Cooper pair. Metal at room temperatureMetal below critical temperatureThe electron conduction
conduction(Cooper pairs)MechanismElectrons in the conduction band are mobile and can move through the metal. At low temperatures, the latic vibrations reduce. An electron will attract nearby positive ions that cause quiet distortions and lose a phonon of energy. The distortion of the lattice will increase the positive load density that attracts a second electron that absorbs an
energy phonon. These two electrons are paired through the lattice and form the Cooper pair. ResistanceElectronii experience resistance. As electrons move through the lattice, they collide with positive ions. These collisions are inelastic on average, and electrons lose energy from the lattic (converted to heat). Cooper pairs don't experiment By interacting with the lattice, an electron
loses an energy phonon, and the second electron absorbs a phonon. Therefore, there is no net energy loss for the Cooper pair. Question 26 (4 (4 FieldElectric FieldActs onMassCharge mediates the Gravitational Force of AttractionElectric ForceDefinition and unitsForce per mass unit: N/kg$$g = \frac{F_{G}{m}$$Direction is the force direction on a mass charge Per Unit: N/C$$E =
\frac{F_{E}}{q}$$Direction is the force direction on a positive loadAccelerate objectall masses in a constant field will accelerate with the same acceleration and in the direction of the fieldAll charges in a constant field will experience an acceleration that depends on their load-mass ratio (q/m). Positive charges accelerate in the direction of the field, and negative charges in the
opposite direction. Trajectory in a uniform fieldParabolic ecctors (projectile movement)The force and acceleration are constant in size and direction. The variable of the speed perpendicular to the field remains constant. The particle accelerates in the direction of force. Question 27 (6 marks)(a)The camera views the projectile and ruler at an angle leading to a parallax error. This will
lead to a systematic error in the horizontal position of the particle(b)The horizontal speed remains constant, the horizontal acceleration is zero. The graph gradient gives speed: $$v_{x} = -1.6 m/s $$The the vertical acceleration is constant so that the vertical speed changes at a constant rate. The initial speed is 4.2 m/s, final speed is -4.8 m/s.Graphic gradient gives acceleration: \(
a_{y} = -9.5 m/s^{2} \)Question 28 (marks)(a)$$\Delta Ep = Ep_{f} – Ep_{i}$$$= \frac{-GMm}{r_{f}} – \frac{-GMM}{r_{i}}$= -GMM [\frac {1}{r_{f}} – \frac{1}{r_{i}]$ $= -6.67 \6.67 \times 10^{-11} \or 7.35 \times 10^{22} \or 20 [\frac{1}{1740 000+500 000} – \frac{1}{1740000}]$= 1740 000+500 000} – \frac{1}{1740000}]$= 1740 000+500 000} – \frac{1}{1740000}]$= 1740 000+500 000} –
\frac{1}{1740000}]$= 1740 000+500 000} – \frac{1}{1740000}]$= 1740 000+500 000} – \frac{1}{1740000}]$= 1740 000+500 000 1.257... \times 10^{7} J$$$= 1.26 \times 10^{7} J$$ (b)If potential energy increases by \( 1.26 \times 10^{7} J \), kinetic energy must decrease by the same amount to conserve energy. \( KE_{Initial} = \frac{1}{2} mv^{2} = \frac{1}{2} \times \times 1200^{2} =
1.44 \times 10^{7} J \)\(KE_{Final} = 1.44 \times 10^{7} – 1.26 \times 10^^{7} = 1.8 \\ times 10^{6} J \)\(\frac{1}{2} mv^{2} = 1.8 \times 10^{6} J \)\(v = 424 m/s\)Question 29 (8 marks)(a)Photocell video: Electrons in photocathode (A) will each absorb a photon. Assuming that the photon energy is greater than the working function (the frequency is above the threshold frequency for that
metal), the energy absorbed by the photons will allow the electron to exceed the working function and be ejected from the metal. The electric field between A and B will accelerate the electrons through the vacuum from the photocell to B, resulting in a current through the circuit. Solar cells: The combination of n and p materials will form a p-n junction. Type n electrons shall be
diffused in type p, causing the loss of load carriers and causing the negative charge of the n, and type p becomes positively charged in the junction, resulting in an electric field being This region is called the depletion layer. When light hits the layer of exhaustion (assuming the photon energy is greater than the band) it can be absorbed by an electron in the valence band, which
becomes aroused by the conduction tape, leaving behind a hole. The electric field will accelerate the hole in layer p and electron in layer n. This separation of load creates a potential difference between type p and n, which leads to the flow of current from p to n through the circuit(b) Advancement in understanding: understanding the structure of the band in semiconductorsOur
understanding of the interaction of the valence-driving band and, in particular, the lane gap has allowed the development of semiconductor technology. In particular, the relationship between the energy of the strip gap and the wavelength of the emitted or absorbed photons led to the use of semiconductors in light generation (LEDs) and the generation of light energy (solar panels).
In order for these inventions to be implemented, however, technological progress was necessary: the purification of semiconductors and doping to control the conveyor belt gap. With the ability to design a light transmitter and light absorbers with precise and controlled lag that operate at specific wavelengths, which could lead to a wide variety of colored LEDs and high efficiency of
solar panels, resulting in a substantially increased use of semiconductors. Question 30 (6 marks)An increase in the number of electrical appliances used in homes means that homes will attract more energy. This will require them to attract more power (P = E/t) and more current from the secondary coil of the step-down transformer T2 (P = VI, and V = 240 V = constant). The t2
transformer is fixed so that, if more power is extracted from its secondary coil, more power must be supplied to its primary coil in the form of an increase in current. The input voltage must remain fixed, since the output voltage is constant at 240 V.Similarly, more current will be extracted from the t1 transformer and therefore more current must be supplied. Effects onGenerator/power
plant: Rotates at the same speed to keep voltage and frequency fixed. It will require more torque (energy input mechanics) in order to produce more current and therefore more power or energy. Transformers: Tensions remain constant, but currents rise. Higher current Increases the heat produced (Joule heat losses), which means that some of the energy is converted into heat
and the efficiency of the transformers decreases. Power lines: The increased current will increase the heat produced, which means that electricity is converted into heat. This also leads to a decrease in voltage over the power line depending on the current and strength of the power line (V = IR).2. Section 2 - 25 MarksQuestion - Medical physics (25 marks) (a) (i) MRI is suitable for
use in the examination of soft tissues with high water content. It is useful for locating tumors and diseases of soft tissues, and to diagnose the diagnosis sclerosis (MS). (ii) The application of a strong magnetic field alters the centrifugal orientation of hydrogen nuclei in the body. From a random initial state, the nuclei align either parallel or antiparale. A slight majority of the nuclei are
parallel – this is the lower energy configuration. (b) if ,i) At a boundary between tissues, where there is a mismatch of acoustic impotence, a fraction of the ultrasonic wave will be reflected and the rest of the wave will be transmitted. Due to the different impedances of the two materials, both B and A waves will experience a certain reflection at the fat-kidney interface. Coeficientul
de reflexie este un produs exclusiv al diferențelor și sumelor impedanțelor, indiferent de care este incidentul și mediul transmisiv – nu ar trebui să existe nicio diferență între transmiterea valului A și a valului B. (ii) Impedanța țesutului renal, \( Z = \rho \times v = 1050 \times 1560 = 1.638 \times 10^{6}rayls\)$$R=\frac{(Z_{kidney} – Z_{fat})^{2}}{(Z_{rinichi} + Z_ /{fat})^{2}}$$Substitute
R = 0,01$$0,01=\frac{(Z_{rinichi} – Z_{fat})^{2}}{(Z_{rinichi} + Z_{fat})^{2}}$50.1=\frac{Z_{rinichi} – Z_{fat}}{Z_{rinichi} + Z_{fat}}}$0.1(Z_{rinichi} + Z_{fat})=Z_{rinichi} – Z_{fat}$Z_{fat})=Z_{rinichi} – Z_{fat}$Z_{fat})=Z_{rinichi} – Z_{fat}$Z_{fat})=Z_{rinichi} – Z_{fat}$Z_{fat}}=Z_{rinichi} – Z_{fat}$0.9Z_ Z_{fat})=Z_{rinichi} – Z_{fat}$Z_{fat})=Z_{rinichi} – Z_{fat}$Z_{fat}}=Z_{rinichi
&lt;1&gt; &lt;2&gt;{rinichi}=1.1Z_{fat}$$Substitute \( _{kidney} = 1.638 \times 10^{6} rayls\)\( Z_{fat} = 1.340 \times 10^{6} rayls \)(c)Criteria for diagnostic adequacy; emission type, half-life and chemical compatibility (toxicity). Emission type: I-124 is a positron transmitter – these particles will rapidly self-annihilate and generate a pair of photons, usually gamma rays. They can be
used in positron emission tomography for high-quality medical imaging. In addition, positrons have low penetration and acceptable resistance to ionization. Therefore, i-124 is appropriate. Half-life: from the data, we can see that iodine-124 has a half-life of about 100 hours. This is an appropriate half-life for a medical imaging isotope; not so long as to remain active in the body and
cause prolonged damage, but not so short as to become a logistical obstacle. Chemical compatibility – Iodine is a trace element found in the human body; are unlikely to have negative chemical/toxicity effects. (d) if, if the change in frequency caused by the relative movement between a sound source and an observer is called the Doppler Effect.The Doppler effect is used in
Doppler sonography and ultrasound. Acoustic waves reflecting a moving target will have a frequency change commensurate with the speed and direction of the target. Therefore, this allows the flow of fluids target to be measured. Specific applications include: Detection of blood clots by identifying flow slowdowns/stopsDetection of abnormal aortic flowsFetal heart rate
monitoringMeasurement of a waveform of flow rate – fast and slow blood flow cycle like heart pumps. (e) X-ray ImageCAT ImageMode by DetectionX-Ray TransmissionX-Ray TransmissionImage GenerationX-Ray source and detector are are The patient stands between the X-ray source and the detector. Density fluctuations in the patient's body occur as variations in intensity on
the photographic film. The X-ray source and the detector moving around a patient The patient is in the center of the CT machine, which rotates around the patient and takes several X-ray images at different angles. These exposures are calculated together in a 3D image of the target structure. Lower resolution image quality, 2 dimensional. Contrast worse than CTHigher Resolution,
3 Dimensional. Contrast better than X-RayPatient RiskMinimalHigher than x-ray due to the high dose of radiation as a large number of X-ray images are taken. Application It is useful for the examination of hard tissues, would be bone structure (e.g. visualization of bone fractures)It is useful for examining and differentiating the structures of soft tissues with similar densities, would
be: Visualization of the deep structure of soft tissues, would be the vertebrae of the spine or brain tumors. Viewing the dilation of large blood vessels of the heart. Quick and inexpensive benefits to produce images on the structure of boneCT images have much greater contrast than x-ray and can produce cross-sections of the patient or 3D images. CT scans are much better at
looking at soft tissue structuresQuestion 33 - Astrophysics (25 marks) (a) (i) A parsec is the distance to a bow or string that subtends an angle of parallax of 1 second arc. (ii) Trigonometric parallax measurements are limited by telescope resolution: \(\Delta \theta = \frac{1.22 \lambda}{D}\)Where D is the diameter of the diaphragm, \(\lambda\) is the observed wavelength and \(\Delta
\theta\) is the size of the Airy disk. A parallax can be observed if the change in apparent position can be resolved according to Rayleigh's criterion. Atmospheric transparency is only good for radio and optical wavelengths. Shorter wavelengths (UV) are blocked by the atmosphere, so smaller measurable parallaxes can only be observed from space. Terrestrial optical telescopes, at
any altitude, also face atmospheric turbulence that distorts the input wave fronts and blurs the image. This decreases the effective resolution, therefore limiting parallax measurements making resolution worse than the above equation for \(\Delta \theta.\) (b)(i)A: Eclipse binaryB: Variable Cephalid (Type I)Extrinsic Variable Intrainsic Two stars of different brightness orbit each other
and periodically block light from each other. The large dip (primary eclipse) is where the brighter star is eclipsed. The smaller dip (secondary eclipse) is where the less bright beginning is eclipsed. The maximum brightness is when both stars are completely unobsed. A star whose atmosphere pulsates in size and temperature and therefore brightness. In contractions the
temperature is higher and so is the brightness and apparent magnitude. When the temperature is extended it is lower and so is the brightness, and the apparent magnitude is weaker. (ii) From chart B:\(T = 7 – 1 = 6\) days From chart T-L, absolute magnitude is \(M = -3.2\).$$M = m – 5 log log $$d = 10^{(\frac{(m-M+5)}{5})}$$$\frac{(m-M+5)}{5} = \frac{(16.3 + 16.3 + 16.3 + 16.3 +
16.3 + 16.3 + 16.3 + 16.3 + 16.3 + 16.3 + 16.3 + 16.3+ 16.3+ 16.3+ 16.3+ 16.3+ 16.3. 3 + 16.3 + 16.3 + 16.3 + 16.3 + 16.3 + 16.3 + 16.3 + 16.3 + 16.3 + 1 3.2 +5)}{5} = $4.9 $d = 10^{4.9}$ \(d = 79 400 \text{pc}}) (3 sig. fig.) (c) if in Star X begins as the main sequence giant blue B-star star with fusion of hydrogen base that runs through the NoC cycle. When sufficient helium is
deposited in the core, the fusion of hydrogen continues in a shell around the core and the fusion of the helium core begins. The increased radiation pressure extends the outer layers causing cooling, and the star is now a red supergiant. Carbon from helium fusion can fuse into the core, while hydrogen and helium fuse into surrounding shells (outer shells with lighter elements). The
basic region is like onion peels. Oxygen fusion should result in a larger, reder, redest supergiant. The star ends life like a supernova explosion (creating many other elements), while the core of oxygen, neon and other elements collapses into a neutron star. Note: A flowchart may also be sufficient as long as it has not compromised on the details. (d) where, where, where, in the
case of Photoelectric Technologies (e.g. CCD cameras) have improved measurements in astrometry, photometry and especially spectroscopy. The higher spatial resolution over the photographic plates produces better measurements of the parallax and distance. Greater accuracy and reliability in photometry provides an improved understanding of how color relates to other star
properties (brightness, etc.) with wider frequency coverage. Spectroscopy sees the greatest benefits. Photographic spectra are 2D images in which the relative intensities of the spectral line cannot be quantitatively determined with precision. Photoelectric detectors are not only more sensitive to a wider range of wavelengths (resulting in more chemical information from other
spectral lines), but allow 1D spectra to be easily produced where spectral line intensities can be accurately quantified. This improves redshift (or blueshift) calculations for radial speeds and line widening due to Doppler widening (thermal and rotational) and pressure widening. In addition, globally, CDCs provide faster data collection, reduced data loss and improved data
comparability. (e) where in Emission Spectra: Stellar emission spectra are observed by looking at the star's atmosphere against the background of space. That means observing hot gas against a colder background. The resulting spectrum shows the emission lines of the different species (chemical composition) and whose lines are seen indicate the temperature of the atmosphere
In a school laboratory, a gas lamp (e.g. hydrogen or mercury) or fluorescent light tubes can be observed through a spectroscope in a dark room. Blackbody Spectra: These are produced by blackbody radiators, would be stellar cores. Because such objects are never without a surrounding atmosphere, they are not seen directly, but as the basic envelope of stellar absorption
spectra. Blackbody spectra do not produce chemical information (it is a smooth spectrum by definition), they accurately indicate the surface temperature of the from the distinctive peak wavelength of the spectrum, where \( \lambda_{peak}\) is proportional to \(\frac{1}{temperature}\). This means that the higher temperature produces a shorter peak wavelength (warmer, blueder
stars). In a school laboratory, you could see the shiny tungsten filament of an incandescent bulb through a spectroscope in a dark room. Absorption Spectre: These are produced by observing relatively colder gas against a brighter and hotter background. Therefore, stellar absorption spectra are obtained by direct observation of a star. The result is a blackbody spectrum (from the
inner stellar nucleus) superimposed with dark lines or dips. The tip of the black body produces the temperature, while the absorption lines produce the chemical composition, because all atoms are ions have unique characteristic wavelengths of absorption (and emission). Which line of which species also indicates the temperature. In a school laboratory, a white light can be
observed through a transparent gas box (e.g. hydrogen, oxygen, air) or by dispersing a sample into a flame and observing the flame with a bright background light using a spectroscope in a dark chamber (e.g. AAS in chemistry). Question 34 – From Quanta to Quarks (25 marks) (a)(i) Bohr's model could not predict atomic spectra for atoms containing more than one electron. He
didn't explain the mechanisms of stable orbits. Couldn't explain the Zeeman effect or the hyper fine division of the spectral lines. (ii) Bohr's model proposes the existence of electrons in specific and stable orbitals around the nucleus. These orbitals have a specific energy. Electrons from a high-energy orbital can decompose to a lower orbital energy by emitting a photon of light with
an energy equal to the difference between the two orbitals; since all these orbitals are discrete, specific levels, there are only a few photon energies (hence wavelengths) that will be emitted. (b) where, where (i) Chadwick used impulse and energy conservation laws to identify the mass of the X particle. He measured the final moment and energy of the ejected protons and used
these conservation laws to deduce the mass of the X particle.(ii) the mass of the reactants: 4.0012+9.0122 = 13.0134 am. Mass of products: 12 + 1.0087 = 13.0087 amu. Mass defect = Reactants mass – Product mass = 0.0047 amu. Conversion to kg by multiplying by \(1.661 \times 10^{-27} = 7.8067 \times 10^{-30} kg. \)Conversion to joules by \(E = mc^{2} = 7.0260 \times10^{-
13} J \)(c)Chart of kinetic energies of beta particles after a certain beta reaction. The graph should be a distribution showing that a continuous range of different energies is possible – this contrasts with the expected kinetic energy, which should be a single value – this expected value should be on the graph at the highest energy point. Pauli's proposal on neutrino was a solution for
the distribution of beta particles' energy in beta decay – for some degradation the total energy released was constant and it was expected that the kinetic energy of the released beta particle would be – since it is by far the lighter of the two products, it should receive all the energy released. This was not proven to be the case – the energy of beta particles varied substantially –
suggesting a violation of energy conservation. Pauli suggested an unnoticed particle may be responsible, carrying a certain energy away from the reaction without being detected – neutrino. Since it has been undetected to this stage, it must have no load, low mass and minimal interactions with other particles (d)From the charts, we can see that the decomposition products of the X
source are likely alpha particles - their cloud path is short and widesource Y are probably beta particles – their cloud paths are long and the thin coreEach of the X source undergoing alpha decay would lose 4 total nucleons; 2 neutrons and 2 protons. Source Y is undergoing beta decay, most likely beta-minus (as positron decay would produce short parts due to positron
annihilation itself with an electron). In each Y nucleus subjected to this disintegration, a neutron is converted into a proton, with an electron (beta-minus particle) being emitted together with an anti-neutrino. (e) where, in the Standard Model, it describes the matter from which it is made and how it interacts. According to the standard model, matter is made up of quarks and leptons
and interacts by fundamental forces through the exchange of force-bearing particles. There are six quarks (u, d, c, s, t, b) and six leptons (e, \mu, \tau and three neutrinos) as well as their antimatter counterparts. Fundamental forces are the strong force (mediated by gluons) acting on quarks and gluons, the weak force (mediated by W and Z bosons) acting on quarks and leptons,
and the electromagnetic force acting on charged particles (mediated by photons). (The standard model does not explain gravity.) The current understanding of the atom is that it consists of a nucleus consisting of positively charged protons and neutral neutrons, surrounded by negatively charged electrons in discrete energy levels. Electrons interact with the nucleus through the
electromagnetic force mediated by photons. Electrons are attracted to the nucleus by this force that binds them to it. In the nucleus, protons and neutrons (nucleons) are examples of hadrons – composite particles consisting of three quarks (uud for protons and udd for neutrons). Quarks in each hadron are being together by the powerful force, mediated by gluons. Nucleons are
holding together by the strong (residual) force, which is attractive to the typical separation between nucleons. In a stable nucleus, the strong (residual) force overcomes the electrostatic revulsion between protons (due to their positive load) and is able to bind both protons and neutrons to the nucleus. Neutrons are necessary because they increase the attraction due to the strong
force without increasing the revulsion due to the electrical force and therefore stability of the nucleus. Core. Core.
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